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Hacking the smart city and the challenges of security
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The ways that technologies are enrolled in practice and come to shape our cities is often
paradoxical, bringing promised benefits (such as enhanced convenience, economic prosperity,
resilience, safety) but beckoning forth unintended consequences and creating new kinds of
problems (including pollution, inequality, risk, criminality). This paradox is very evident when looking
back at earlier rounds of transformative urban technologies, particularly in energy supply,
transportation, communication and electro‐mechanical systems of automation. The paradox is
arguably even more pronounced in relation to the development of smart urbanism and will be
examined in terms of the trade‐offs around security.
This talk will consider how complex software and networked connectivity at the heart of smart cities
technologies (both current, near future implementations and imagined scenarios) is opening up new
risks and seems inherently to provide threats to established modes of urban management through
security concerns and scope for criminal activities. I will examine how cities are becoming more
vulnerable to being ‘hacked’ in relation to weaknesses directly in the technologies and
infrastructures because of how they are designed, procured, deployed and operated. Then I will look
at the cyberattacks against the data generated, stored and being shared across digital technologies
and smart urban infrastructures. The second half of the talk considers how to defeat (or at least
better defend against) those vandals, criminal and terrorists seeking hacking the smart cities, and
will focus on available practical means and management approaches to better secure infrastructure
and mitigate the impact of data breaches.
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Abstracts
Introduction from Rob Kitchin – Reframing,
reimagining and remaking smart cities
Rob Kitchin, Maynooth University (Rob.Kitchin@nuim.ie)
Over the past decade the concept and development of smart cities has unfolded rapidly, with
many city administrations implementing smart city initiatives and strategies and a diverse ecology
of companies and researchers producing and deploying smart city technologies. In contrast to
those that seek to realise the benefits of a smart city vision, a number of critics have highlighted a
number of shortcomings, challenges and risks with such endeavours. This short paper outlines a
third path, one that aims to realise the benefits of smart city initiatives while recasting the
thinking and ethos underpinning them and addressing their deficiencies and limitations. It
argues that smart city thinking and initiatives need to be reframed, reimagined and remade in six
ways. Three of these concern normative and conceptual thinking with regards to goals, cities
and epistemology, and three concern more practical and political thinking and praxes with
regards to management/governance, ethics and security, and stakeholders and working
relationships. The paper does not seek to be definitive or comprehensive, but rather to provide
conceptual and practical suggestions and stimulate debate about how to productively recast
smart urbanism and the creation of smart cities.

Session 1. Governance and regulation
1.1. James Merricks White - Governing the City as a
System of Systems
James Merricks White, Maynooth University (james.white.2014@mumail.ie)
Vital to the nascent domain of city standards is an understanding of the city as a system of
systems. Borrowed from urban cybernetics, this conception imagines and describes the city as
comprised of distinct fields of operation and governance. While this might have previously
served a pragmatic purpose, allowing a compromise to be found between centralisation and
specialisation, critics argue that it has produced institutional path dependencies which, in the era
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of big and open data, are a source of interruption and inefficiency. Put another way, information,
action and responsibility are seen to be bound-up in vertically integrated silo-like structures. By
breaking down or reaching across these silos, it is hoped that new synergies in urban governance
might be unlocked. In this paper I will explore the mechanisms by which three city standards
naturalise and respond to the system-of-systems problematic. First, City Protocol Anatomy
offers a conceptual model for thinking, communicating and coordinating action across city
systems. The city is reconfigured as a body, each of its systems become that body's organs, and a
whole linguistic framework emerges for talking about the city at all manner of scales and time
frames. Second, ISO 37120 enacts an set of verification and certification mechanisms in an effort
to build up a database of robust urban indicators. Within cities this translates into greater
communication and information exchange between the departments of a city's authority. Finally,
while only a set of policy recommendations PAS 181 is quite explicit in bringing matrix
management concepts to urban governance. It imagines small, agile, tactically- specific units
capable of acting across legacy governance structures. Although operating in distinct ways, each
standard attempts to open up new terrain of and for urban governance. The ramifications of
these new state/spaces are only beginning to emerge.

1.2. Martin Dodge - Hacking the Smart city and the
Challenges of Security
Martin Dodge, Manchester University (m.dodge@manchester.ac.uk)
The ways that technologies are enrolled in practice and come to shape our cities is often
paradoxical, bringing promised benefits (such as enhanced convenience, economic prosperity,
resilience, safety) but beckoning forth unintended consequences and creating new kinds of
problems (including pollution, inequality, risk, criminality). This paradox is very evident when
looking back at earlier rounds of transformative urban technologies, particularly in energy supply,
transportation, communication and electro-mechanical systems of automation. The paradox is
arguably even more pronounced in relation to the development of smart urbanism and will be
examined in terms of the trade-offs around security.
This talk will consider how complex software and networked connectivity at the heart of smart
cities technologies (both current, near future implementations and imagined scenarios) is
opening up new risks and seems inherently to provide threats to established modes of urban
management through security concerns and scope for criminal activities. I will examine how
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cities are becoming more vulnerable to being ‘hacked’ in relation to weaknesses directly in the
technologies and infrastructures because of how they are designed, procured, deployed and
operated. Then I will look at the cyberattacks against the data generated, stored and being shared
across digital technologies and smart urban infrastructures. The second half of the talk considers
how to defeat (or at least better defend against) those vandals, criminal and terrorists seeking
hacking the smart cities, and will focus on available practical means and management approaches
to better secure infrastructure and mitigate the impact of data breaches.

1.3. Aoife Delaney - Coordinated Management and
Emergency Response Systems and the Smart City
Aoife Delaney, Maynooth University (aoife.delaney.2011@nuim.ie)
This paper maps out the historic and current organisation of the Irish Emergency Management
System and its potential intersections with the Smart Dublin Initiative which could create a truly
Coordinated Management and Emergency Response System (CMaERS). It begins with a brief
overview of the Framework for Major Emergency Management in Ireland- an unlegislated
guidance framework used foremost by the Principal Response Agencies but also by other
responding agencies. Further, the paper addresses key barriers which the current Emergency
Management System suffers from and which the framework inadequately attempts to overcome,
in order to situate the current system. These barriers include: institutional tensions and the
historical legacy of agency mandates, organisation, technologies and practices. Finally, the current
system is brought into conversation with Smart Dublin to unravel whether the smart city is a
barrier or whether it can be an enabler of the current Emergency Management System evolving
into a CMaERS. The Smart Dublin initiative is organised across the four local authority agencies
which govern Dublin County. This provides four significant opportunities for the merging of the
Irish Emergency Management System and the smart city in so far unseen ways. The first
opportunity is that the local authorities are, simultaneously, Principal Response Agencies (PRA)
for crises and the drivers of Smart Dublin. Secondly, the governance of Smart Dublin could
allow for stronger inter-agency collaboration and coordination. Thirdly, there is potential to
develop an Incident Command System and finally, the Framework is unlegislated.

These

opportunities would help to position Dublin to be one of the first smart Emergency
Management Systems –a CMaERS which could, potentially, result in better inter-agency
coordination, standardised technology across agencies, interlinked control rooms, and a more
resilient emergency response system.
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Hacking the Smart City and
the Challenges of Security
Martin Dodge
Department of Geography
University of Manchester
Creating Smart Cities Conference, University of Maynooth, 5th September 2016

1. Paradox of urban technology
• All manner of technologies,
over centuries, enrolled in
practice and come to shape
the ontogenesis of cities
• Exhibit paradoxical outcomes.
Promised benefits balanced by
unintended consequences and
new kinds of problems
• Paradox very evident in earlier
rounds of transformative urban
technologies in industrial era

2. The city and criminality
• Long association between
social risk, criminality and
the degree of urbanity
• Cities are attractive to
criminals (lots of valuable
assets, array of buildings
and structures to exploit,
social interactions)
• Many responses through
security

“you cannot tell the story of
buildings without telling the
story of the people who want
to break into them: burglars
are a necessary part of the
tale, a deviant counter‐
narrative as old as the built
environment itself.” (p.12)

3. City wall as security

• Encirclement, big,
impressively strong
• But all walls can be
breached
• Gates are also needed
• Cities thrive on access,
interaction, trade
(totally walled city is a
dead city)
• How to design and
operate the gates

4. Locking up space
• Lack of trust in a
city of strangers
• We rely on locks
• But every lock
can be picked
(although takes
skills, tools,
motivation)
• But better locks
are possible

5. Smart cities - a new era for
security challenges?
• Such a paradoxical situation applies to smart
cities, with unintended consequences of
pervasive digital technology, networked
access and deep software automation
• Often ignored in boosterish discourse
• Key concern of social sciences to consider
where the balancing point between rewards
and risk lies. Security as a trade-off
• Smart cities way off balance at moment?

6. Vulnerabilities in smart cities
• Smart city technological
systems (both current &
near future) are a source of
new vulnerabilities and
novel risks for established
urban management
• Arising at three levels:
• (i) Meta level context; (ii) Systematic
weaknesses in software design; (iii)
Specific flaws in critical pieces of
urban infrastructure

Vulnus: Latin, a wound.
Vulnerable – able to be
physically or emotionally
hurt; easily influenced or
tempted; exposed to
attack; financially weak

7. Vulnerabilities in smart cities

(i) Meta-level Context:
• Complexity – no one really knows how the
city works
• Fragmented city management (hollowing
out of state; out-sourcing)
• Institutional ‘brittleness’, massive budget
constraints in municipal government,
coupled with pressure for ‘smart’ delivery
• Recruitment and retention of skilled,
motivated staff in IT (and cybersecurity)

8. Vulnerabilities in smart cities
(ii) Systematic weaknesses in software
• Sheer scale of software. Always be bugs,
holes and overflows. Produces thousands
of potential of ‘zero-day exploits’
• (as consumers we routinely accept ‘faulty’ software that
would be unacceptable in other products!)

• Poor software system engineering
• Variable practices of updating and
inconsistency of patching vulnerabilities
• Unpatchable ‘forever-day exploits’ in
legacy parts of complex infrastructure

‘Security through
obscurity’ does not work
in an inter-connected,
open smart city

9. Vulnerabilities in smart cities
(iii) Weaknesses in specific components
• Maximum: that total security is only as
good as weakest link in the chain
• Humans. Great flexibility but big failures,
– Social engineering, spoofing; bribery,
corruption; insider attacks, disgruntlement

• Go after their smartphones these days,
– Essential for many people, conduct their
(digital) life on the them; including work
– Personal, promiscuous, accessible, open

900 Million Android Phones Could Be
Vulnerable To New “Quadrooter” Hack

Continuous stories of new vulnerabilities,
rogue apps and data breaches

• People trust THEIR
phone
• But do they know
what’s going on
beneath the user
interface?
• Who controls YOUR
smartphone???

10. Vulnerabilities in smart cities
• Switches, communication links
• The string between the tin
cans attacked, once inside the
communications then malicious
action possible
• Revelations post-Snowden show
how seriously surveilled
communication traffic is by
Western intelligence agencies.
Certainly other attackers have
or will have same capabilities

11. Vulnerabilities in smart cities
• SCADA (supervisory control
and data acquisition) systems
• Not known by general public
but are absolutely essential
to daily reproduction of cities
• Urban infrastructure
(electricity grid, water
supply, and traffic control),
rely on SCADA systems to
monitor functions, modulate
operation (opening valves,

2009/10: Stuxnet sophisticated
worm that design to attack SCADA
systems, controlling centrifuges

computerknow.org/article/the‐real‐story‐of‐stuxnet

12. Vulnerabilities in smart cities
• Mundane urban street furniture, like a
traffic lights. Essential to order space and
movement and people tend to trust them
• Networked and dynamic. Hack centre
• Wireless: responsive to emergency
services. But unencrypted over-ride
commands. So attack devices locally
• Creating the ‘green-wave’
• [Confused.com Mr Greenlight advert!]

Mr Greenlight

https://www.theguardian.com/tv‐and‐radio/2016/aug/27/confusedcom‐advert‐carpool‐
karaoke‐james‐corden

13. Hackers and cyberattacks
• Cyberattacks can be performed
by multiple different actors:
• from nation state intelligence agencies &
militaries; terrorist groups; organised
criminals, hacker collectives, political &
socially motivated activists; classic ‘lone
wolf’ hackers; ‘script kiddies’ and bored
teenagers. consulting companies for hire

• What ways do they attack : the
‘CIA’ vectors
• Confidentiality, Integrity, &
Accessibility

“attacks are timeless because
the motivations & objectives
of attackers are timeless.
What does change is the
nature of attacks: the tools,
the methods, and the results.
Bank robbery is a different
crime in a world of computers
and bits than it is in a world of
paper money and coinage.”
(Schneier, 2003, p. 73)

14. Hackers and cyberattacks
• ‘Confidentiality’ attacks most
noticed by news media, and
hence politicians and public
• e.g. 2015: Ashley Madison, TalkTalk;
U.S. Office of Personnel Management

• ‘Accessibility’ attacks are more
concerning; Schneier (2016):
• “It’s one thing if your smart door lock can
be eavesdropped upon to know who is
home. It’s another thing entirely if it can be
hacked to allow a burglar to open the door –
or prevent you from opening your door.”

15. Hackers and cyberattacks
• ‘Accessibility’ attack on
Ukrainian power supply,
Dec. 2015
• Months in planning,
conducted within minutes
against three separate
control centres
• Power outages affecting
approx. 225,000 customers
for several hours
• Sophisticated, multi-stage

• Recon and infiltration
• Primary attack: SCADA hijack
to open breakers
• Amplifying attacks: Schedule
disconnects for UPS;
telephonic floods; KillDisk
wiping of workstations;
firmware attacks against
serial‐to‐ethernet devices at
substations

Cyber-physical automation
• Internet of Things - many consumer level
gadgets are notoriously vulnerable
• Many more ‘Accessibility’ attacks on the cards!

16. Security response: ‘top-down’
• First level involves application of
conventional security management; more
effective operational policies and some
stronger ‘top-down’ regulatory pressures
by government
• Setting minimum standards; mandatory
reporting of breaches; support for whistle
-blowers. Statistical information
• Analogy to automotive industry in the
1970s around safety, 1990s in security

17. Security response: ‘bottom-up’
• Market solutions and
communities of best practice
within and between cities
• ‘Carrots and sticks’ to foster
better security practices by
cities and agencies, technology
companies, software developers
• Reputational damage as
‘sunshine’ that encourages
better security to grow
• Education and training

18. Security response: ‘don’t do it’
• Keep things dumb, keep things
more secure
• Sceptical of claimed benefits
• More software does not make
things better by itself (myself
from techno-evangelist in early
1990s to grumpy middle-aged
cynic in 2016)
• Standing in the way of
progress, or standing up for
more common sense approach?

• Neo‐Luddites
needed in smart
cities strategy
meetings
• But awkward
position to hold

Over-coding life,
overly connected??
“A subset of startups inventing the
‘world’s first connected [insert any
noun here]” believe everything
goes better with Bluetooth.”

Does this apply to
city streets?

19. Cities will get much smarter,
can they become more secure?
• Security is a process and city will never be fully
secure. (History of the technology paradox and
of battle of wits in urban criminality)
• Current state and near future are too insecure?
• We’ve only begun to see the problems of
criminality exploiting vulnerabilities, new risks
• Will we need a true ‘wake-up call’ before
concerted action?? (dead bodies in Dublin
caused by a crippling cyberattack……)
• Learn from history, need new kinds of city walls
and digital locks that are harder to pick?

• Suggested further reading:
Kitchin, R. (2016) Getting
Smarter About Smart Cities:
Improving Data Privacy and
Data Security. (Data
Protection Unit, Department
of the Taoiseach, Dublin,
Ireland). Available at
www.taoiseach.gov.ie/eng/Publications
/Publications_2016/Smart_Cities_Repor
t_January_2016.pdf

• Acknowledge the input of
ideas from Rob Kitchin in
developing this talk.
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